
Sexual 

Reproduction

and

Meiosis



Organisms have a set number of 
chromosomes specific to that species

Each body cell has a complete set of 
those chromosomes

Chromosome Number



Diploid number

Number of chromosomes in body cells
of sexually reproducing organisms

2n =___

2n = 46 2n = 48
2n = 1400



Haploid number

 Number of chromosomes in sex cells,
gametes, of sexually reproducing 
organisms 

½ the diploid number of chromosomes

n=__ 

Human egg: n= 23

Human sperm n=23



Egg n= 23 Sperm n=23

Zygote 
2n=46

Fertilization

2 haploid gametes produce a                 

diploid zygote upon fertilization



Homologous 

Chromosomes

Paired chromosomes

Same size and shape

Genes for same traits

One came from egg, 

one from sperm



Determine the Missing Number

Organism

Body Cell 

(2n)

Gamete

(n)

Human 46

Garden pea 7

Fruit Fly 8

Tomato 12

Dog 78

Corn 10

Shrimp 254

Mammoth 29



Organism

Body Cell 

(2n)

Gamete

(n)

Human 46 23

Garden pea 14 7

Fruit Fly 8 4

Tomato 24 12

Dog 78 39

Corn 20 10

Shrimp 254 127

Mammoth 58 29



How do we get from the 

diploid number of 

chromosomes in body 

cells to the haploid 

number of chromosomes 

in sex cells

How do we get from 

the diploid number of 

chromosomes in body 

cells to the haploid 

number of 

chromosomes in sex 

cells?



The process that maintains a constant 

number of chromosomes in a species 

by producing gametes; egg or sperm

Takes place only in those tissues 

producing gametes

Results in cells with half the number of 

chromosomes of body cells

2 cell divisions result in 4 haploid cells

Meiosis



Meiosis



Phases named the same as Mitosis

Add Roman numeral I or II

Begins with Interphase followed by 

P,M,A,T

2 Divisions: 

Meiosis I:  Ends with 2 haploid cells

Meiosis II:  Ends with 4 haploid cells

Meiosis



Phases of Meiosis



Interphase

Cell grows,

normal cell 

functions, 

replicates DNA, 

produces 

structures 

necessary for cell 

division



Meiosis I

Summary:  Homologous chromosomes 

separate resulting in 2 haploid cells



Prophase I

Chromosomes 
become visible

Nuclear membrane 
disappears

Homologous pairs 
come together 
forming tetrad

Crossing over
occurs



Crossing Over

Exchange of 

genetic 

information 

between 

homologous 

chromosomes



Crossing Over



Draw an example of Crossing over



Metaphase I

Homologous 

chromosome 

pairs-tetrads, 

line up on 

equator



Anaphase I

Homologous 

chromosome pairs-

separate

Each chromosome 

has 2 chromatids

and moves to 

opposite poles



Telophase I

Homologues stop

Nuclear membrane

may or may not 

reappear

Chromosomes 

may or may not 

become invisible



Cytokinesis

Division of the 

the cytoplasm

and organelles

Followed by 

Meiosis II

No Interphase 

or DNA 

replication



Meiosis II

Summary: Similar to Mitosis, chromatids 

separate, resulting in 4 haploid cells



Prophase II

Begins Meiosis II

Chromosomes, with 

2 chromatids,

become visible

Nuclear membrane 

disappears

No crossing over

occurs



Metaphase II

Chromosomes 

line up on the 

equator



Anaphase II

Sister chromatids 

separate and move to 

opposite poles



Telophase II and Cytokinesis

Sister chromatids stop

Nuclear envelope

reappears

Chromosomes 

become invisible

Division of cytoplasm 

results in 4 genetically 

different haploid cells

Meiosis

Stages of Meiosis

http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/animations/content/meiosis.html
http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/animations/content/meiosis.html
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/olcweb/cgi/pluginpop.cgi?it=swf::535::535::/sites/dl/free/0072437316/120074/bio19.swf::Stages of Meiosis


Mitosis vs.   Meiosis

• 1 Division

• 2 diploid daughter cells

• Daughter cells identical 

to parent

• Produces body cells

• Asexual reproduction 

and growth

• Crossing over does not 

occur

• 2 Divisions

• 4 haploid daughter cells

• Daughter cells not 

identical to parent

• Produces sex cells: 

gametes

• Sexual reproduction

• Crossing over occurs in 

Prophase I

mitosis vs meiosis

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/baby/divi_flash.html

